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Soay Lambing 101
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The famous story of an
English Soay keeper bragging that the only piece of
equipment she needed for
lambing was a pair of
binoculars isn’t too much
of an exaggeration.
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Mini and Mighty
About six years ago a
small package arrived
from my friend Christine
in the UK.
“I have used these for nearly
twenty years” the accompanying note read. They were
tiny Dalton ear tags made by
the same company as tags
early Soay researchers used
on St. Kilda in the 1960s.
We use “mini-tags” a twopiece tag about ¾ of an inch
long. I wasn’t sure I could
bolster the courage to try
them on my babies, so I

wasted about a dozen practicing on a sheet of paper. I
quickly overcame my fear
and they became the most
important tool in my lambing kit; their application is
the first thing I do when I
find a newborn.
While Christine originally
intended them as baby ID,
most have remained in place
for as long as 16 years. They
will stay in when others get
pulled out and provide backup identification when other
tags have been lost.
Dalton has gone to a laser
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printing technique which
makes numbers on small tags
barely visible. They will use
their older “hot foil” method
(black ink) and will number
both top and bottom tags if
you request it. There is an
additional charge, but it is
money well spent. Tags in
different colors can be useful. You can use a different
one each year, as they do on
St. Kilda, distinguish British
from American Soay in a
flock, or segregate your
planned meat animals from
breeding stock, etc.
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MY L AMBING KIT
A utility tote tray
Digital scale and lamb
sling (from Premier 1)
½” x 20 ga. Needles
1cc syringes
Ear tagger and ear tags
Bottle A & D
Bottle BoSe
Small scissors
7% Iodine
Pencil
Birthing record
Paper towels
Rubber gloves
Reading glasses
Dalton mini-tags for
lambs. Presently, minitags (research tags used
for rabbits) are not in their
online catalog. You will
need to phone or e-mail to
request them as well as
“hot foil” printing and
printing on both sides.
Phone (from the States)
011 44 1491 419 000
Phone (in the UK)
Lo-call 0800 838 882
Remember, prices are in
£. To convert to $ visit
www.xe.com (credit cards
charge conversion fees).
Viewpoint is a monthly
publication of Southern
Oregon Soay Sheep Farms.
If you have enjoyed this
issue, please subscribe
(kathiem@soayfarms.com)
to have each new issue
emailed to you.
To be removed from our
mailing list, please
unsubscribe
(kathiem@soayfarms.com) .
Visit our website:
www.soayfarms.com
All advice in this newsletter has
been used successfully on our
farm. It is important to remember
that every animal and situation is
different. Before you try any of
our suggestions, we urge you to
consult your veterinarian.

Lambing
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TIP OF THE MONTH



Have “jug” (small pen) ready in case you
need it.



Watch lambs for coccideosis.

Lambs LOVE a



Watch ewes for sudden weight loss during
lactation, especially at about three weeks
post partum. Supplement if necessary.

mound, rocks or



logs to climb and

Enjoy.
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